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Student Composers Concert

Anteo Fabris
Burning The
Peter Nelson-King, piano
Gabrielle Fischler, violin

Garrett Maring
Sonata
1. Allegro
Peter Levine, cello
Leon Bernsdorf, piano

Heather Stebbins
disquiet
Ceylon Mitchell, flute

Igor Iwanek
Passo Cruzado for solo cello
(based on Portugese folk songs)
David Cruz, cello

Eric Adamshick
I’ve Found Peace in Dreams
I. Moderato
II. Scherzo
III. Molto Adagio

Stefanie Lubkowski
Serious Music for the Dog Star
Lily Josefsberg, flute
Scott Chamberlin, alto saxophone
Stephen Marotto, cello
Matt Mitchener, percussion
Pei-Yeh Tsai, piano
Konstantin Dobroykov, conductor

Performers for
I’ve Found Peace in Dreams

Solo Violin
Lisa Barksdale

Violin
Samantha Bates
Linda Zhang
Marlee McDonald
Emilie Campanelli
Nicole Dibiasi

Viola
Andrew Salo

Cello
Talija Kristapsons
Garett Maring

ContraBass

Glockenspiel
Dennis Youngblood

Piano
Bing Shen

Conductor
Taichi Fukumura

Burning the
crow
folsom shot
w/ the 45
auto the
recoil made
his right
hand dance
across a
dry light
ning sky
then he
splashed
the wings
w/ lighter
fluid &
got a hot
fire going
before
sitting cross
legged in
the weeds
i love the
way the
fire pops
its guts
folsom sd
it’s the
last time
the crow
gets to
sing.

- Todd Moore